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Abstract：To ensure the fusion quality and efficiency simultaneously，a novel image fusion method based on
multi-scale Gaussian filtering and morphological transform is proposed. The multi-scale Gaussian filtering is de⁃
signed to decompose the source images into a series of detail images and approximation images. The multi-scale
top- and bottom-hat decompositions are used respectively to fully extract the bright and dark details of different
scales in each approximation image. The multi-scale morphological inner- and outer-boundary decompositions are
constructed to fully extract boundary information in each detail image. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed method is comparable to or even better in comparison with typical multi-scale decomposition-based fu⁃
sion methods. Additionally，the method operates much faster than some advanced multi-scale decomposition-

based methods like NSCT and NSST.
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基于多尺度高斯滤波和形态学变换的红外与其他类型图像融合方法
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摘要：为了同时保证融合质量和效率，提出了一种基于多尺度高斯滤波和形态学变换的图像融合方法。设计

了多尺度高斯滤波，将源图像分解为一系列细节图像和近似图像，并使用多尺度顶帽和底帽分解来完全提取

近似图像中不同尺度的明暗细节。构造了多尺度形态学内外边缘分解，以充分提取细节图像的边缘信息。
实验结果表明，该方法与典型的基于多尺度分解的融合方法相当甚至更好，同时比一些先进的基于多尺度分

解的方法（如NSCT和NSST）运算速度快得多。
关 键 词：图像融合；多尺度图像分解；多尺度高斯滤波；形态学变换
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Introduction
Visible，infrared，and infrared polarization images

individually captured by different sensors present comple⁃
mentary information of the same scene，and they could
be combined by the image fusion technology to obtain a

new，more accurate，comprehensive，and reliable imagedescription of the scene ［1］. The fusion methods are var⁃ied with image sources，fusion requirements，or purpos⁃es ［2-4］. In general，the fusion methods can be classifiedinto pixel-，feature- and decision-level. Compared withthe latter two fusion levels，the first fusion level can
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maintain the source image data as much as possible，so itplays an important role in most image processing tasks.Major pixel-level image fusion methods can be put intofour groups according to their adopted theories ［5］，name⁃ly multi-scale decomposition-based methods，the sparserepresentation-based methods， methods in other do⁃mains，and methods combining different transforms. Forthe multi-scale decomposition-based methods the decom⁃position schemes and fusion rules are two aspects that af⁃fect fusion quality and efficiency.For the decomposition schemes，various methods areproposed，like the discrete wavelet transform（DWT）［6］，dual-tree complex wavelet transform（DTCWT）［7］，sta⁃tionary wavelet transform（SWT）［8］ ，wavelet packettransform（WPT）［9］，non-subsampled contourlet trans⁃form（NSCT）［10-11］，and non-subsampled shearlet trans⁃form（NSST）［12］. And many practices proved that NSCTand NSST usually outperform other multi-scale decompo⁃sition-based methods in representing 2-D singular signalscontained in digital images ［13］. But the design of multi-directional filter banks for NSCT and NSST is relativelycomplex and computational time-consuming， whichgreatly reduces the efficiency of image fusion.Fusion rules generally include low and high frequen⁃cy coefficients fusion rules. The AVG-ABS rule is a sim⁃ple fusion rule which uses the average rule to combinelow-frequency coefficients and uses the absolute maxi⁃mum rule to combine the high-frequency coefficients.The AVG-ABS fusion rule is computed easily and imple⁃mented simply，however，it always causes distortionsand artifacts ［14-15］. To overcome these shortcomings andimprove the fusion quality，a large number of rules havebeen proposed ［15-20］. These rules in Refs. 15-20 haveachieved satisfactory results，but they have the disadvan⁃tage of high computational complexity.To ensure both the fusion quality and computationalefficiency simultaneously，a novel multi-scale decompo⁃sition-based fusion method with dual decomposition struc⁃tures is proposed. Our method is dedicated to improvingthe image fusion quality and efficiency from the aspect ofimage decomposition scheme，while for the rule aspect，our method only uses simple AVG-ABS rule. Firstly，in⁃spired by the idea of constructing octaves in SIFT［21］ andSURF［22］ algorithms，the source images are decomposedinto a series of detail and approximation images by multi-scale Gaussian filters to construct the undecimated pyra⁃mid structures. The multi-scale Gaussian filters have in⁃creasing standard deviation as well as up-scaling size.Secondly，for the approximation images，i. e.，the toplayers of the undecimated pyramid structures，multi-scalemorphology top- and bottom-hat decompositions ［23-24］ areused to fully extract bright and dark details of differentscales on the background，and then the contrast of thefused layer is improved by the absolute maximum rule.Thirdly，the multi-scale morphological inner- and outer-boundary decompositions are especially constructedbased the idea of constructing multi-scale top- and bot⁃tom-hat decompositions. For each detail image，thesetwo morphology decompositions are implemented to ex⁃

tract the boundary information. And then the decom⁃posed coefficients are combined by the approach of choos⁃ing absolute maximum. At last，the fused image is recon⁃structed through taking the inverse transforms corre⁃sponding to the decompositions mentioned.
1 Related theories and work
1. 1 The pyramid transformsThe theory and mathematical representation for con⁃structing multiresolution pyramid transform scheme arepresented by Ref. 25 and extended by Ref. 26. A domain
Vj of signals is assigned at each level，the analysis opera⁃tors ψ↑j maps an image to a higher level in the pyramid，while the synthesis operator ψ↓j maps an image to a lowerlevel in the pyramid，i. e. ψ↑j ：Vj：Vj + 1 and ψ↓j ：Vj + 1：Vj.The detail signal y = x - x̂ contains information of x which
does not exist in x̂，where x̂ = ψ↓j，i ψ↑i，j (x) and - is a subtrac⁃tion operator (x，x̂) ↦ x - x̂ mapping Vj × Yj into the set Vj.The decomposition process of an input image f is ex⁃pressed as Eq. 1：
f ( )0 → {y( )1 ,f ( )2 }→ …→ {y( )1 ,y( )2 ,…,y( )j ,f ( )j + 1 }→ …,（1）
where

ì

í

î

ï
ï
ï
ï

f ( )0 = f ∈ V0
f ( )j + 1 = ψ↑j ( )f ( )j ∈ Vj + 1,
y( )j = f ( )j - ψ↓j ( )f ( )j + 1 ∈ Yj

j ≥ 0 . （2）

And the reconstruction process through the backward re⁃cursion is expressed as Eq. 3：
f = f ( )0 , f ( )j = ψ↓j (f ( )j + 1 ) + y( )j , j ≥ 0 , （3）

Eq. 1 and Eq. 3 are called the pyramid transform and theinverse pyramid transform respectively.
1. 2 Scale space representation and multi-scale
Gaussian filteringThe scale space of an image can be generatedthrough convolving the image with Gaussian filters，andit has been successfully applied in SIFT ［21］ to detect keypoints which are invariant to scales. In Ref. 26 the scalespace is divided into octaves. For each octave，the initialimage is iteratively convolved with Gaussians with in⁃creasing standard deviation to generate a set of scalespace images（Gaussian images），and one of the Gauss⁃ian images is downsampled to obtain the initial image ofthe next octave. Then， the Difference of Gaussians
（DoG） images are obtained by subtracting adjacentGaussian images. In SURF ［22］，in order to omit thedown-sampling step，the scale space is obtained by in⁃creasing the size of filter.Inspired by the above algorithms，we have thesource image repeatedly convolved with Gaussian filterswhose standard deviation and size increase simultaneous⁃ly to construct undecimated pyramid structure. Then，the DoG images are produced by subtracting adjacentGaussian images. Accordingly，the transform scheme ofsuch pyramid is given by Eq. 4：
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ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

f ( )0 = f ∈ V0
f ( )j + 1 = Gj*f ( )

j ∈ Vj + 1,
y( )j = f ( )j - f ( )j + 1 ∈ Yj

j ≥ 0 , （4）

where
Gj = (1 2πσ2

j )∙ exp[ - ( )x2 + y2 2σ2
j ] . （5）

Gj is the Gaussian kernels（filters）with a size of (6σj +1) × (6σj + 1) in this paper，and * denotes the convolu⁃tion operation. The parameter σj is the standard devia⁃tion，which is increasing with j，and in this paper σj + 1 =
kσj，k > 1. Then the source image f can be decomposedinto an approximation image and a set of detail images asshown in scheme 1，and it can also be exactly recon⁃structed through the following recursion：

f = f ( )0 , f ( )j = f ( )j + 1 + y( )j , j ≥ 0 . （6）
The four-level decomposition scheme is illustratedin Fig. 1.

1. 3 Multi-scale morphological transformsThe multi-scale top-hat transform using structuringelements with up-scaling size can extract the light anddark details at different image scales in image fusion ［24］.Based the idea of constructing multi-scale top-hat trans⁃form， the multi-scale morphological inner-boundarytransform is constructed. These two kinds of morphologi⁃cal transforms can be expressed as Eq. 4，with the Gauss⁃ian kernel Gj being replaced by morphological openingoperation Openbj and erosion operation Erosionbj，respec⁃tively. For purpose of extracting details of differentscales，the scale of structuring element bj increases with
j. The inverse transforms can be expressed as Eq. 6.The multi-scale morphological bottom-hat transformand its inverse are shown as follows

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

f ( )0 = f ∈ V0
f ( )j + 1 = Closebj ( f ( )j ) ∈ Vj + 1,
y( )j = f ( )j + 1 - f ( )j ∈ Yj

j ≥ 0 , （7）

f = f ( )0 , f ( )j = f ( )j + 1 - y( )j , j ≥ 0 . （8）
where the analysis operator is morphological closing oper⁃ation Closebj，with bj also increasing with j. The morpho⁃logical outer-boundary transform and its inverse are simi⁃lar to the bottom-hat transform and its inverse，with

Closebj being replaced by dilation operation Dilationbj.
2 Proposed method framework

The proposed fusion method comprises three pro⁃cesses that are multi-scale decomposition，fusion，andreconstruction.
2. 1 Multi-scale decomposition processThe K-level decomposition of a given source image f
by the scheme（4）has the form

f → {y( )1 ,y( )2 ,…,y( )k ,…,y( )K ,f (K + 1)} , （9）
where y( )k represents the detail image at level k and f (K + 1)
denotes the approximation image of this multi-scale struc⁃ture.

f (K + 1) is a coarse representation of f and usually in⁃
herit a few bright and dark details，thus the multi-scaletop- and bottom-hat decompositions are used to extractbright objects on a dark background and dark objects ona bright background of different scales，respectively.Henceforth，f (K + 1) can be decomposed by schemes men⁃
tioned in subsection 1. 3 as

f ( )K + 1 → {{ }y (1)t ,y (2)t ,⋯,y ( )lt ,⋯,y (M )t ,f (M + 1)
t

{ }y (1)b ,y (2)b ,⋯,y ( )lb ,⋯,y (M )b ,f (M + 1)
b

, （10）
where y ( )lt and y ( )lb represent the detail images at level l ob⁃tained by the top- and bottom-hat decomposition process，respectively. And f (M + 1)

t and f (M + 1)
b denote the approxima⁃

tion images of the multi-scale top- and bottom-hat struc⁃ture，respectively. Figure 2 is given as an example ofthree-level top- and bottom-hat decompositions.

The detail image y( )k in scheme 9 comprises various
details like edges and lines，thus the multi-scale inner-and outer-boundary transforms mentioned in subsection1. 3 are used to extract inner-boundary as well as outer-boundary information of different scales. Hence，y( )k can
be decomposed as

y( )k → {{ }y (k,1)i ,y (k,2)i ,⋯,y ( )k,l
i ,⋯,y (k,Nk )i ,f (k,Nk + 1)i

{ }y (k,1)o ,y (k,2)o ,⋯,y ( )k,l
o ,⋯,y (k,Nk )o ,f (k,Nk + 1)o

, （11）

where y ( )k，l
i and y ( )k，l

o represent the detail images at level l
of y( )k that are obtained by the inner- and outer-boundary
decomposition process，respectively. f (k，Nk + 1)i and f (k，Nk + 1)oare the approximation images of y( )k at the highest level

Fig. 1 Example of four-level decomposition by multi-scale
Gaussian filtering
图1 用多尺度高斯滤波进行4层分解的示例

Fig. 2 Example of three-level top- and bottom-hat decomposi‐
tions of the input image f ( )5
图2 对输入图像 f（5）进行3层顶、底帽分解的示例
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of the multi-scale inner- and outer-boundary structure，respectively. Figure 3 gives an example of three-levelinner- and outer-boundary decompositions.

2. 2 Fusion processIn this paper，the composite approximation coeffi⁃cients of the approximation image in the multi-scale top-and bottom-hat structures take the average of the approxi⁃mation of the sources. For the composite detail coeffi⁃cients of the detail images，the absolute maximum selec⁃tion rule is used.
2. 2. 1 Fusion rules for the multi-scale top- and
bottom-hat structuresThe vector coordinate n = (n，m ) is used here to
denote the location of an image. For instance，
y ( )lt (n|A) represents the detail coefficient for the multi-scale top-hat structure at location n within level l ofsource image A. And the notation (∙) will be used to
denote an image，e. g.，y ( )lt (∙|A) refers to the detailimage.The arbitrary fused detail coefficient y ( )lt (n|F) andthe fused approximation coefficient y ( )lt (n|F) of the multi-scale top-hat structure are obtained through
{y ( )lt ( )n|F = max{ }|| y ( )lt ( )n|A , || y ( )lt ( )n|B
f ( )M + 1
t ( )n|F = αt f ( )M + 1

t ( )n|A + βt f ( )M + 1
t ( )n|B .（12）

The weights αt and βt take 0. 5，which preserves themean intensity of the two source images. Likewise，
y ( )lb (n|F) and f (M + 1)

b (n|F) of the multi-scale bottom hat
structure are obtained through

{ y ( )lb ( )n|F = max { || y ( )lb ( )n|A , || y ( )lb ( )n|B }
f (M + 1)
b ( )n|F = αb f (M + 1)

b ( )n|A + βb f (M + 1)
b ( )n|B ，（13）

with αb = βb = 0.5.The selective rule in Eq. 12 means that we choosethe brighter ones in the bright details，and the selectiverule in Eq. 13 means that we choose the darker ones inthe dark details. In this way，the bright and dark detailsof different scales can be fully extracted and hence thecontrast at each layer can be improved.
2. 2. 2 Fusion rules for the multi-scale inner- and
outer-boundary structuresFor an arbitrary fused detail coefficient y (k，l )i (n|F) of
the multi-scale inner-boundary structures，we only usethe absolute maximum selection rule：

y (k,l )i (n|F) = {y (k,l )i ( )n|A if || y (k,l )i ( )n|A > || y (k,l )i ( )n|B
y (k,l )i ( )n|B otherwise .（14）

So is the fused approximation coefficient f (k，Nk + 1)i (n|F).
In such way，the boundary information such as edges andlines of different scales can be well preserved. Likewise，arbitrary y (k，l )o (n|F) and f (k，Nk + 1)o (n|F) of the multi-scale
outer-boundary structures are also obtained by the abso⁃lute maximum selection rule.
2. 3 Reconstruction processAccording to Eqs. 6 and 8，the reconstruction of theapproximation image f ( )K + 1 (∙|F) can be obtained through
the multi-scale top- and bottom-hat inverse transforms as
f ( )K + 1 (∙|F) = ( )γM + 1 f (M + 1)

t ( )∙|F +∑l = 0
M γl y ( )lt ( )∙|F 2 +

( )κM + 1 f (M + 1)
b ( )∙|F -∑l = 0

M κl y ( )lb ( )∙|F 2 , （15）
which means both bright and dark information are ofequal importance to the source image. In addition，we at⁃tach equal importance to the features of different scalelevels，thus the weights in Eq. 15 are set to be γp = κp =0.5，p = 1，2，…，(M + 1).

Similarly， inner- and outer-boundary informationare considered to be equally important to the source im⁃age，and so are the features of different scale levels.Thus，according to Eqs. 6 and 8，the reconstruction of anarbitrary detail image y( )k (∙|F) through the multi-scale in⁃
ner- and outer-boundary inverse transforms can be ob⁃tained as
y( )k (∙|F) = ( )f ( )k,Nk + 1

i ( )∙|F +∑l = 1
Nk y ( )k,l

i ( )∙|F 2 +
( )f (k,Nk + 1)o ( )∙|F -∑l = 1

Nk y ( )k,l
o ( )∙|F 2 . （16）

At last，the fused image f (∙|F) can be reconstructed
by
f (∙|F) = f ( )0 (∙|F) = f ( )K + 1 (∙|F) +∑k = 1

K y( )k ( )∙|F .（17）
3 Experiments
3. 1 Experimental setupsIn order to validate the performance of the proposedmethod，experiments are conducted on two categories ofsource images including ten pairs of infrared-visible im⁃ages（Fig. 4（a））and eight pairs of infrared intensity-po⁃larization images（Fig. 4（b））. The two source images ineach pair are pre-registered and the size of each image isset to 256×256 pixels. The experiments in this paper areprogrammed by Matlab 2016b and run on an Intel（R）Core（TM）i5-6500 CPU @ 3. 20GHz Desktop with 16. 0GB RAM.Various pixel-level multi-scale decomposition-basedmethods including DWT，DTCWT，SWT，WPT，NSCT，and NSST are compared with the proposed method. Allthe compared methods adopt the simple AVG-ABS rule.According to Ref. 13，most of the methods mentionedabove perform well when the decomposition levels forthem are set to 3. Thus，for purpose of making reliableand persuasive comparisons，the decomposition levels

Fig. 3 Example of three-level inner and outer-boundary decom‐
positions of the input image y( )2 .
图3 对输入图像 y( )2 进行3层内、外边缘分解的示例
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for the methods mentioned above are all set to 3. And tomake each method achieve a good performance the otherparameters are also suggested by Ref. 13，some of whichare listed in Table 1.

For NSST，the size of the local support of shear fil⁃ter at each level are selected as 8，16，32. As for theproposed method，the parameters σ0 and k for the multi-scale Gaussian filtering process in Eq. 5 are selected ex⁃perimentally. In this experiment，the source images aredecomposed by 3-layer multi-scale Gaussian decomposi⁃tion，and different fused images are obtained by chang⁃ing the parameters σ0 and k. During the fusion process，the AVG-ABS rule is also adopted. When σ0 and k are incertain value，every fusion image will be evaluated byseven objective assessment metrics（mentioned in sub⁃section 3. 2）. For each metric，its mean value is ob⁃tained by averaging the evaluation results of the fusionimages. Then，seven mean values are summed to get thesum values of objective metrics. Figure 5 gives three sur⁃face plots which show variations of the sum of the sevenmetrics with σ0 and k. As shown in Fig. 5，the optimalvalues of σ0 and k for the four kinds of images are ob⁃tained. The structuring elements in the multi-scale in⁃ner- and outer-boundary decompositions are selected assquare，and in the multi-scale top- and bottom-hat de⁃compositions they are chosen to be disk. σ0 and k in Eq.5 and the parameters K，M，N1，N2，and N3 in schemes

9，10，and 11 are set as shown in Table 2 to make theproposed method achieve a good performance.

3. 2 Objective assessment metricsSeven representative metrics，i. e.，Q0 ［27］，QE
［28］，QAB/F ［29］，information entropy（IE）［30］，mutual informa⁃tion（MI）［31］，Tamura contrast（TC）［32］，and visual in⁃formation fidelity（VIF）［33］ are employed to evaluate theproposed method comprehensively. The variable n in TCis chosen to be 4.

3. 3 Experimental results
3. 3. 1 Subjective assessmentIn this section，the subjective assessment of the fu⁃sion methods is done by comparing the visual results ob⁃tained from the above and proposed methods. One sam⁃ple pair in each type of source images are selected for vi⁃sual comparison as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.In Fig. 6，both the DWT and WPT methods distortthe edges of the roof，which was shown clearly in magni⁃fied squares. The DTCWT，SWT，NSCT and NSSTmethods produce artificial edges in the sky around the

Table 1 The parameters set in the compared methods.
‘Filter’represents the Orientation filter;‘Levels’
denotes the decomposition levels and the corre⁃
sponding number of orientations for each level.

表 1 对比方法中参数的设置 .“Filter”表示方向滤波器；“Levels”
表示分解层数和每个层对应的方向数

Methods
DWT
DTCWT
SWT
WPT
NSCT
NSST

Pyramid filter
rbio1. 3
5-7
bior1. 3
bior1. 3
maxflat
maxflat

Filter

q-6

dmaxflat5

Levels
3
3
3
3

4，8，16
4，8，16

Fig. 4 The two kinds of source images (a) infrared-visible imag‐
es, (b) infrared intensity-polarization images
图 4 两类源图像（a）红外与可见光图像，（b）红外光强与偏振
图像

Table 2 The parameters of the proposed method for
the four kinds of source images.

表2 所提出的方法对四种源图像的参数

Source images
Infrared-visible

Infrared intensity-polarization

Parameters
σ0
0. 6
0. 6

k

1. 4
1. 1

［K，M，N1，N2，N3］
［3，2，0，1，2］
［3，2，1，1，2］

Fig. 5 Estimation of the parameters σ0 and k for (a) infrared-vis‐
ible images, (b) infrared intensity-polarization images
图 5 参数 σ0和 k 的估算（a）红外与可见光图像，（b）红外光强
与偏振图像
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roof，while the result obtained by the proposed method isfree from such artifacts or brightness distortions. In addi⁃tion，the walls and the clouds in the sky in Fig. 6（i）are

brighter those in Fig. 6（g）and（h），which means thatthe fused image of the proposed method has better con⁃trast.The edges of the car are distorted heavily in Fig. 7
（f），and slightly distorted in Figs. 7（c-e）which is shownmore clearly in the corresponding regions in magnifiedsquare. And Figs. 7（c-h）show some artifacts around theedges of the car. However，in Figs. 7（i）there are no dis⁃tortions or certain artifacts. In addition，the car in magni⁃fied square of Fig. 7（i）is the darker than those in Figs. 7
（h）and（i），which demonstrate that the proposed meth⁃od has better contrast.The above experiments confirm that the proposedmethod performs better in visual effect for the two catego⁃ries of source images. Although adopting the simpleAVG-ABS rule，the proposed method does not generatecertain artifacts or distortions and simultaneously pre⁃serves the detail information of source images as much aspossible.
3. 3. 2 Objective assessmentThe objective assessment of the seven multi-scaledecomposition-based methods are shown in Tables 3. Forthe infrared-visible images，the proposed method per⁃forms the best on all the seven metrics. For the infraredintensity-polarization images，the proposed method per⁃forms the best on the other five metrics except Q0 and QEon which it performs the second best. It can also be ob⁃tained from Tables 3 that compared with the seven meth⁃ods，the proposed method always has the best assessmenton metrics QAB/F，IE，MI，TC，and VIF. It means thatthe proposed method can transfer the original informationof source image including the edges and brightness de⁃tails to the fused image sufficiently，and improve the con⁃trast of the fused image.
3. 3. 3 Comparison of computational efficiencyTo verify the efficiency of the proposed method，anexperiment is conducted on the image sequences namedas“Nato_camp”，“Tree”，and“Dune”from the TNO Im⁃

Fig. 7 Fusion results of one pair of the infrared intensity-polar‐
ization images (a) Infrared intensity image, (b) Infrared polariza‐
tion image, (c)-(i) the fusion results of the DWT, DTCWT, SWT,
WPT, NSCT, NSST, and the proposed methods.
图 7 红外光强与偏振图像中一对图像的融合结果（a）红外光
强图像，（b）红外偏振图像，（c）-（i）依次为 DWT、DTCWT、
SWT、WPT、NSCT、NSST和所提方法的融合结果

Table 3 Objective assessment of all methods (the best result of each metric is highlighted in bold).
表3 所有方法的客观评价值（每个指标的最佳结果用粗体突出显示）

Images

Infrared-visible

Infrared intensity-polarization

Methods
DWT
DTCWT
SWT
WPT
NSCT
NSST
Proposed
DWT
DTCWT
SWT
WPT
NSCT
NSST
Proposed

Q0
0. 439 1
0. 444 6
0. 445 2
0. 407 9
0. 466 9
0. 465 3
0. 475 7

0. 385 3
0. 394 4
0. 387 5
0. 346 9
0. 413 3
0. 413 8

0. 413 4

QAB/F
0. 485 8
0. 517 3
0. 509 7
0. 395 2
0. 528 1
0. 523 1
0. 535 6

0. 420 6
0. 458 5
0. 439 1
0. 343 9
0. 467 5
0. 464 1
0. 469 0

QE
0. 226 8
0. 257 9
0. 245 7
0. 161 4
0. 259 5
0. 257 0
0. 268 9

0. 167 6
0. 208 9

0. 193 1
0. 119 8
0. 197 7
0. 199 5
0. 201 3

IE
6. 660 1
6. 683 0
6. 615 5
6. 638 5
6. 696 1
6. 685 8
6. 735 9

6. 478 2
6. 570 7
6. 473 0
6. 405 2
6. 564 6
6. 574 0
6. 658 0

MI
2. 165 8
2. 223 5
2. 187 2
2. 194 9
2. 263 3
2. 257 5
2. 470 7

2. 266 4
2. 341 5
2. 342 9
2. 291 7
2. 391 7
2. 389 8
2. 624 1

TC
0. 258 8
0. 293 7
0. 220 3
0. 274 5
0. 294 0
0. 290 2
0. 317 7

0. 347 6
0. 468 4
0. 330 8
0. 443 7
0. 458 5
0. 459 7
0. 547 8

VIF
0. 293 6
0. 294 9
0. 278 4
0. 273 8
0. 314 5
0. 310 3
0. 362 6

0. 219 6
0. 243 7
0. 230 0
0. 197 2
0. 257 4
0. 259 2
0. 313 7

Fig. 6 Fusion results of one pair of the infrared-visible images
(a) infrared image, (b) visible image, (c) - (i) the fusion results of
the DWT, DTCWT, SWT, WPT, NSCT, NSST, and the proposed
methods.
图 6 红外与可见光图像中一对图像的融合结果（a）红外图像，
（b）可见光图像，（c）-（i）依次为 DWT、DTCWT、SWT、WPT、
NSCT、NSST和所提方法的融合结果
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age Fusion Dataset ［34］. Table 4 shows the average pro⁃cessing time of all methods for a frame. Compared withthe DWT，DTCWT，SWT，and WPT methods，the pro⁃posed method is more time-consuming because these fourmethods contain one types of multi-scale decompositionwhile the proposed method contains two，i. e.，the multi-scale decomposition using multi-scale Gaussian filteringand the multi-scale morphological decomposition， asmentioned in Sec. 2. Compared with the NSCT and NSSTmethods which also contain two kinds of multi-scale de⁃composition，the proposed method is far more efficientmainly because the design of the multi-directional filterbanks for NSCT and NSST is relatively complex and theprocessing speed of multi-directional filtering is muchlower than that of multi-scale morphological operations.
4 Conclusions

Experiments on both visual quality and objective as⁃sessment demonstrate that although adopting the simpleAVG-ABS rule，the proposed method does not generatecertain artifacts or distortions and performs very well inaspects like information preservation and contrast im⁃provement. Under the premise of ensuring image fusionquality，the proposed method is also proved computation⁃ally efficient. The proposed method provides an optionfor the fusion situations needing both high quality andparticularly computational efficiency，such as fast high-resolution images fusion and video fusion.
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